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ABSTRACT 
Sustainability has three dimensions, including social, economic, and environmental 
dimensions. However, existing road network design studies only focus on one or at most two 
dimensions, which do not allow decision makers to consider social, economic, and 
environmental impacts on human simultaneously. This paper proposes a multi-objective 
bilevel optimization model to consider all three dimensions in road network design. To 
examine the effect of road network design on landowner inequity and intergeneration 
inequity, land-use transport interaction over time is also captured in the model. The variance 
of discounted landowner profit and the variance of discounted generalized user cost over time 
are proposed as sustainability indicators of landowner inequity and intergeneration inequity 
respectively. Artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) is proposed to search the network design 
solutions of the upper level problem, while the method of successive averages (MSA) and the 
Frank-Wolfe algorithm is adopted to solve the lower-level time-dependent land-use transport 
problem. Numerical studies are set up to illustrate the tradeoff between the three dimensions 
of sustainability objectives, the performance of the proposed algorithm, and the existence of 























In Hong Kong like other major cities, many expensive road network improvement projects 
are still ongoing. Given the constrained government expenditure, especially for road network 
improvements, the government should carefully select cost-effective improvement projects to 
be implemented. Traditionally, the analysis involved belongs to the discipline of road 
network design.  
 In the past, many research works were done in this discipline during the last five decade 
(Zanjirani Farahani et al., 2013). These research works can be roughly classified into several 
approaches. The earliest approach (e.g., LeBlanc 1975; Boyce and Janson 1980; Marcotte 
1986; Chen and Alfa 1991; Friesz et al. 1993; Davis 1994; Meng et al. 2001; Chen and Yang 
2004; Chen et al. 2006; Chen and Subprasom 2006; Chen et al. 2007; 2010a,b; Ban et al. 
2006; Patil and Ukkusuri 2007; Ukkusuri et al. 2007; Chiou 2009; Long et al. 2010; Yang et 
al. 2010; Lin and Xie 2011; Farvaresh and Sepehri 2013; Miandoabchi et al. 2013) developed 
road network design models purely based on the static approach, which is based on 
Wardrop’s principle or its stochastic extension for depicting the route choice behavior of 
travelers or for determining the best system performance. Some studies further considered 
departure time choice (e.g., Ukkusuri and Waller 2008; Chung et al. 2011; Lin et al. 2011). 
These two approaches allow analyzing the problem easily but cannot capture the realistic 
variations in demand over years, the changing network and land use pattern from time to 
time, and the interaction between land-use and transport.  
In reality, transport interacts with land-use. When a new road is built or an existing road 
is widened, the travel costs between some zones decrease, and hence the accessibilities for 
those zones increase. Increases in the accessibilities lead to changes in population and 
employment distributions, and in turn a new travel demand pattern over time. The new travel 
demand pattern leads to a new traffic pattern and new bottlenecks, which may require further 
improvements in the future. As a result, the static and dynamic approaches may lead to 
underestimating the required capacity at some locations while overestimating the usage of 
transport infrastructure at other locations, because the travel demand level and distribution 
are altered as a result of the changes in the spatial distribution of employment and household 
after the improvement of transport networks is carried out. To address such issue, some 
network design studies (e.g., Smith and Liebman 1978; Los 1979; Feng and Lin 1999; Meng 
et al. 2000; Lee et al. 2006; Qiu and Chen 2007; Yim et al. 2011) took into account the 
interaction between transport and land use. They designed transport networks or modified 
existing ones while taking into account the spatial distribution and level of both employment 
and residential population, the traffic pattern, and the interaction between them. Although 
these works addressed the land use transport interaction, they still did not capture the 
changing demand over years and gradual network upgrades.  
 In the last 10 years, time-dependent frameworks (e.g., Lo and Szeto 2004; Szeto and Lo 
2005, 2006, 2008; Kim et al. 2008; Ukkusuri and Patil 2009; Unnikrishnan et al. 2009) were 
proposed to deal with the changing demand and network over time. However, the land use 
component was still missing. Hence, this approach cannot study the impact of road network 
design on land use and landowners until recently, Szeto et al. (2010) proposed optimization 
frameworks for road network design considering the land-use transport interaction over time. 
They also focused on examining road network design’s effects on the related parties under 
exact cost recovery, build-operate-transfer, and cross-subsidization scheme for road 
construction. Nevertheless, this work did not address one of the important issues directly, 
which is sustainability.  
 According to Transportation Research Board (1997), “Sustainability is not about threat 
analysis; sustainability is about systems analysis. Specifically, it is about how environmental, 
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economic, and social systems interact to their mutual advantage or disadvantage at various 
space-based scales of operation.” Clearly, this definition considers three dimensions of 
sustainability, namely social, economic, and environment dimensions. Examples of the issues 
involved in social, economic, and environment sustainability are, respectively, inequity, 
social welfare, and air pollution problems. 
 Concern about any dimension of sustainability is rooted in the growing awareness that 
human activities including transport activities that can have significant environmental 
impacts and can impose economic, social and ecological damages (Litman 2008). For 
example, exhausted gases from vehicles can lead to air pollution and global warming, which 
have negative impacts on people (Szeto et al. 2012). It is therefore important to consider 
sustainability into road network design to reduce the negative impacts of transport activities.  
 To our best knowledge, most of existing studies only focused on one or at most two 
dimensions of sustainability either implicitly or explicitly. In particular, a lot of static 
network design studies mentioned earlier (e.g., Ban et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2008; Lo and 
Szeto 2009) were related to the economic dimension of sustainability since they adopted total 
system travel time or consumer surplus in their objective function, which is an economic 
indicator of sustainability. Still, there were studies solely considered either the environmental 
or social dimension. For example, Zhou et al. (2008) and Huang et al. (2010) solely 
considered environmental sustainability and used total traffic emissions as an indicator. Lee 
et al. (2006) and Szeto and Lo (2008) only focused on the social dimension of sustainability. 
However, they differed in the social issue considered and the indicator adopted. For instance, 
Lee et al. (2006) used the relative change in origin-destination (OD) travel cost to measure 
spatial equity whereas Szeto and Lo (2008) adopted the consumer surplus of each OD pair at 
each time period before and after the improvement as an indicator of spatial equity. Although 
some of the above studies only considered one dimension (e.g., Chen and Subprasom 2006), 
they adopted more than one indicator such as mean and standard deviation of profit or social 
welfare, and determined Pareto optimal solutions.  
 For those studies only considering two dimensions of sustainability, multi-objective 
formulations were also proposed and different methods were adopted to deal with the tradeoff 
between various objectives. For example, Sharma and Mathew (2011) and Miandoabchi et al. 
(2012a,b) generated non-dominated (or Pareto) solution set while Yin and Lawphongpanich 
(2006), Qiu and Chen (2007), Ferguson et al. (2010), and Li et al. (2012) used the weighted 
sum method to combine different objectives. Others (Yang et al. 2010; Zhong et al. 2012) 
used side constraints, such as environmental capacity constraints, link emission constraints, 
and equity constraints, to handle one of the objectives or indicators. In these studies, the 
economic dimension of sustainability was always considered as one of the dimensions in 
those studies whereas either social or environment dimension was considered as the second 
dimension. The indicators used for measuring economic sustainability were mainly OD travel 
time (Miandoabchi et al. 2012b), total system travel time or cost (e.g., Ferguson et al. 2010; 
Sharma and Mathew 2011), and consumer surplus (Miandoabchi et al. 2012a), but sometimes 
investment cost was also included in the objective function (e.g., Qiu and Chen 2007). For 
environmental sustainability, the mainly indicators used were the emissions of one (Yin and 
Lawphongpanich 2006; Li et al. 2012) or more traffic pollutants (e.g., Ferguson et al. 2010) 
but energy consumption cost and land use impact cost were also used by Qiu and Chen 
(2007). For social dimension, one of the examples of the indicators adopted was service 
coverage (e.g., Miandoabchi et al. 2012a,b). Szeto and Lo (2006) used discounted OD 
generalized travel cost and discounted total social surplus per capita in each time period to 
measure intergeneration equity. 
 While it may be acceptable to use their models in some cases, their models do not allow 
decision makers to consider economic, social, and ecological damages simultaneously and 
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the resultant design does not lead to a good tradeoff between various sustainability objectives. 
Moreover, their models may not be flexible enough to allow decision makers to select 
appropriate sustainability indicators in each dimension in the model, given that there are 
many indicators in each sustainability dimension (see Litman (2008) for the example of 
indicators in each dimension).  
 This paper develops a flexible bilevel multi-objective road network design framework to 
address all the three dimensions. The framework proposed in this paper can consider multiple 
indicators and have multiple objectives, which can be used as a tool for the decision-making 
of sustainable network design. While it is possible to include as many indicators in the 
framework as possible, for the ease of result exposition, we consider the following four 
indicators in our numerical study: 
1. the total vehicle emissions (a measure for the environmental dimension of 
sustainability), 
2. the change in consumer surplus (a measure for the economic dimension of 
sustainability), 
3. the variance of discounted landowner profit (which is a new measure for landowner 
inequity, representing one social dimension of sustainability), and 
4. the variance of discounted generalized user cost over time (which is a new measure 
for the intergeneration inequity, representing another social dimension of sustainability). 
These indicators are believed to be sufficient to illustrate the multi-objective nature of the 
problem and bring out some important issues. In particular, the numerical study shows that it 
may not be possible to simultaneously optimize all sustainability objectives. Tradeoffs must 
be carefully made between objectives.  
To solve this problem, artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) is proposed to search the 
network design solutions in the upper level problem, while MSA and the Frank-Wolfe 
algorithm are incorporated in ABC to solve the lower level time-dependent land-use transport 
problem. 
Compared with Szeto et al. (2010), our paper has a different focus. Our paper focuses on 
the sustainability issue whereas that paper focuses examining road network design’s effects 
on the related parties under exact cost recovery, build-operate-transfer, and cross-
subsidization scheme for road construction. Hence, the upper level formulations of our paper 
and that paper, including constraints and the objective function, are different, although the 
two papers have a similar lower level formulation. Our paper further demonstrates that the 
lower level problem can be represented as a fixed point problem so that the solution 
algorithm for solving the fixed point problem can be used for solving our lower level problem. 
We also further prove the existence of solutions to the lower level problem, and propose a 
solution algorithm for solving the proposed bi-level problem that considers a general 
transportation network setting. Other than these, the major contributions of this paper include: 
 proposing and formulating a new sustainable, multi-objective road network design 
problem with land use transport interaction over time, 
 proposing two new measures of sustainability,  
 developing a solution method for the new problem, which is NP hard,  
 illustrating the tradeoff of various sustainability objectives and the possibility of 
having no feasible design to the problem. 
 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the lower level 
formulation, while section 3 describes the upper level formulation and the sustainability 
indicators. The bilevel framework is given in section 4, followed by the proposed algorithm 
in section 5. Section 6 presents the numerical study. Finally, section 7 provides some 
concluding remarks.  
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2 The lower level problem 
We consider a connected multi-modal transportation network with multiple Origin-
Destination (OD) flows over the planning horizon [0, T]. The planning horizon, which can 
vary from 10-50 years in practice, is divided into N equal design periods, where N can also 
vary from 1-10 year depending on the modeling accuracy required. The network is further 
divided into M  subnetworks, one for each mode, to account for the unique travel speed of 
each mode. The mode here can be an individual mode or a combined mode. With this 
consideration, we can formulate the proposed framework into a multi-objective bi-level 
problem.  
 The lower level problem of the bi-level problem is the time-dependent land-use transport 
problem and is similar to the lower level problem depicted in Szeto et al. (2010). There are 
two types of constraints for describing this problem, namely time-dependent Lowry-type 
constraints and time-dependent modal-split/assignment constraints. 
 
2.1 Time-dependent Lowry-type constraints  
 
The Lowry model was developed to predict the population and employment distribution 
(Lowry 1964). The Lowry model considers three sectors, namely basic sector, non-basic 
sector, and household sector. The basic sector represents industries that do not change their 
locations even there is a change in transport systems. Their clients are mainly outside the 
study area. The basic sector provides jobs to local residents and the number of jobs offered by 
the basic sector is referred to as basic employment. The non-basic sector provides services to 
residential community. Their locations highly depend on the location and the size of 
population. The number of jobs offered by the non-basic sector is referred to as service 
employment. The household sector consists of residential population. Their residential 
location depends on the location and number of basic and non-basic jobs available. Given 
model inputs, consisting of composite travel cost between zones and the spatial distribution 
of  basic employment of base year (that can be obtained from travel characteristics survey 
(Wong et al. 1999)), the Lowry model determines model outputs such as the service 
employment and residential population of each zone.  
 The time-dependent Lowry-type constraints extend the Lowry model to a dynamic 
framework in a way that in each design period, a Lowry-type equilibrium is assumed to be 
held. The equilibrium conditions can be depicted by a number of constraints. The first key 
constraint is the following gravity-type constraint used to describe how to distribute residents 
to zones: 
  , , , , ,exp , , ,rij i i j ijR E B W c i j        , (1) 
where   , , ,1 / exp , ,ri j ij
j
B W c i      . (2) 
,ijR   is the number of work-to-home trips between OD pair ij in period . This is the 
number of residents in zone j who work in zone i in period . ,iE   is the total employment, 
including service employment and basic employment, in zone i in period . ,jW   is the 
attractiveness of zone j in period , which can be represented by the availability of floor space 
in zone j in period  for residential use. is the economy-of-scale parameter to regulate the 
attractiveness of each zone (Bureau of Transport Economics 1998). ,ijc   is the composite 
travel cost between OD pair ij in period , representing the inter-zonal impedance and will be 
defined later. ,iB   is the balancing factor derived by Wilson (1970), and is used to ensure a 
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correct allocation of residents to zone j in period  so that  , , ,exp 1ri j ij
j
B W c     and the 
total number of work-to-home trips from employment zone i in period  must equal the 
number of jobs available in that zone in period , ,iE  , or the number of people working in 
employment zone i in period  must equal the number of jobs available in that zone in the 
same period. r  is a parameter to regulate the effect of transport cost on the distribution of 
residents. A high value of r  will result in the residents being allocated close to their place 
of work. 
To clearly illustrate how r  regulates the effect of transport cost, we substitute (2) into (1) 






























































By definition, , ,ii ijc c  , as intrazonal travel impedance must be less than interzonal travel 
impedance. Hence,   ', ,exp r ij ijc c    tends to zero when r  tends to infinity, and  ,ijR   
tends to ,iE  . Moreover, when 
r  tends to infinity, some of the terms   ', ,exp r ij ijc c    
tend to infinity, and hence ,ijR   tends to zero. These imply that if 
r  tends to infinity, then all 
residents tends to live and work in the same zone. On the other hand, if r  tends to zero, then 
the residents who work in zone i  tend to live to all residential zones based on the ratio of 
their attractiveness to power , since   ', ,exp r ij ijc c    tends to one.   
 The second key constraint is the following gravity-type constraint used to allocate service 
employments to residents: 
  , , , , ,exp , , ,S sij j j i ijE sR A W c i j        , (4) 
where   , , ,1/ exp , ,sj i ij
i
A W c j       . (5) 
s is the service employment-to-population ratio, which is less than 1. ,
S
ijE   is the number of 
service employees who work in zone i living in zone j or the number of service employment 
trips between OD pair ij in period . ,jR  is the total number of residents in zone j in period  . 
The term ,jsR   in equation (4) is the total number of employees in zone j in period . Similar 
as in Eq. (1), ,iW   is the attractiveness in zone i in period , which can be represented by the 
availability of floor space in that zone at that period for commercial use.  is the economy-
of-scale parameter to regulate the attractiveness of each zone. The term ,jA   is to ensure a 
correct allocation of service employment to zone i, which has a similar function to the term 
,iB   in (1). Similar to 
r , s  is a parameter to regulate the effect of transport cost but it is 
used to distribute service employees. A high value of s  will result in service employment 
being allocated close to the residential location, and a small value will result in service 
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 .  
 Other than the gravity-type constraints, the model also considers the conservation of total 
employment and service employment that are determined by,  
   , , , , ,
B S
i i iE E E i      ,   (6) 




E E i j    , (7) 
where ,
B
iE   and ,
S
iE   are, respectively, the basic and service employments.  In equation (6), 
the total employment in zone i in period , ,iE  , is the sum of the basic employment ,BiE   and 
the service employment, ,
S
iE  , in zone i in period . In equation (7), the service employment in 
zone i in period , ,SiE  , is equal to the number of  service employment trips starting from 
zone i in period  or simply the number of service employees working there in that period. 
 In addition, the total number of residents in zone j in period , ,jR  ,  is defined as:  
   , , , ,j ij
i
R R j    ,  (8) 
where  is the population-to-employment ratio, which is intuitively not less than one. 
Moreover, 1/ s   because the product of s and  can be interpreted as the service 
employment-to-employment ratio and employment comprises service employment and basic 
employment. According to (8), in each period, the total number of employees in zone j, 
,ij
i
R  ,  multiplied by the population-to-employment  gives the total number of residents in 
that zone, ,jR  . 
2.2 Time-dependent modal-split/assignment constraints 
The time-dependent modal-split assignment constraints represent the transport model in this 
framework and describe the route and mode choices over time. These constraints are made up 
of Wardrop’s conditions, travel cost constraints, as well as the modal split, flow conservation, 
and non-negativity conditions.  
2.2.1 Wardrop’s conditions   
These conditions are supposed to be held in each design period for each mode. They require 
that for each mode k in each period , the travel cost of each of the used routes between the 
same OD pair must be equal and minimal. This can be mathematically represented as:     
 , , , , , 0, , , , ,
k k k
p ij p ij ijf c p i j k        ,  (9) 
 , , , 0, , , , ,
k k
p ij ijc p i j k     ,   (10) 
where , ,
k
p ijf   and , ,
k
p ijc  are the representative hourly flow and travel cost of mode k on route p 
between OD pair ij in period , respectively; ,kij   is the lowest travel cost between OD pair ij 
by mode k in period . 
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2.2.2 Travel cost constraints 
Travel costs depend on flows, network characteristics such as the free flow travel times and 
capacities of links, and out-of-pocket costs such as tolls and fares. Route costs depend on 
route flows, in which the latter depends on link flows through: 
 ,, , , , , ,
k k p k
a p ij a
ij p
v f a k    , (11) 
where ,
k
av   is the hourly flow of mode k on link a in period , and ,p ka  is a link-path incidence 
indicator for mode k, which equals one if link a is on route p, zero otherwise. Equation (11) 
states that for each mode k, the link flow in each period is obtained by summing the 
corresponding route flows on that link in that period. 
 The link time ,
k
at   (such as travel time, waiting time, or walking time) relates link flows 
through the link performance function: 
   , ,k ka at t   v , (12)  
where ,
k
av    v  is the link flow vector in period . This link performance function is non-
separable as the travel time on link a depends on the flows on other links. Since the focus of 
this paper is on road network design, we give an example of the link performance function 
commonly used in road traffic assignment:  





















            

, (13) 
  0, ,
1






   , (14) 
where the superscript m stands for the mode that travels in the road network only (and is 
different from the superscript k that is used for representing any mode considered in this 
paper). 0,mat  is the free flow travel time of mode m on link a. ,a k  and ,a k  are parameters of 
the performance function of link a for mode k. 0aC  is the initial capacity of link a. ,aC   is the 
capacity of link a in period . ,ay   is the capacity improvement on link b in period , meaning 
that the capacity of link a is increased by ,ay   units at the beginning of period .  
 Equation (13) is an asymmetric link performance function, which describes the 
monotonic relationship between the link travel time ,
m
at   and the link flows ,
k




a m a k m k    , and , 4a m  , equation (13) is reduced to the typical Bureau of 
Public Roads (BPR) function. Equation (14) expresses the capacity of link a in period  as the 
sum of its initial capacity 0aC  and the total improvements up to period .  
 The route cost , ,
k
p ijc   in (8) and (9) is defined by summing up link attributes, which 
include the link tolls ,
k
a   and congestion-dependent attributes; for instance, travel time (and 
other costs such as fuel consumption) for road networks, or walking, on-board and 
boarding/alighting time for transit networks: 
    ,, , , , , , , , ,k k k p kp ij a a a
a
c t p i j k         , (15) 
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where   is the cost of unit (travel) time, and therefore ,kat   is the (travel) time cost on link a 
by mode k in period . ,ka   is the toll for mode k using link a in period .  














      

 (16) 
where   is the parameter in the logit model to regulate the effect of the mode travel cost 
,
k k
ij   . k  is the mode-specific cost. The composite cost is obtained by aggregating the 
mode travel cost ,
k k
ij    over all modes k. The derivation of this composite cost can be 
found in Williams (1977). This composite cost will be utilized in the Lowry model (1), (2), 
(4) and (5) and is dependent on the lowest travel cost of each mode.  
2.2.3 The Modal Split, Flow Conservation, and Non-Negativity Conditions  
Modal split can be obtained by the logit model: 
 
 
 ,, , ,
exp( )




ij ij m m
ij ij
m
q R i j k 

     




ijq   is the demand for mode k between OD pair ij in period , and ,ijR   is the number 
of residents who work in zone i living in j. 
 The demand for mode k between OD pair ij in period , ,kijq  , in (17) is equal to the sum 
of the route flows of that mode between the OD pair in the same period so that route flows 
are conserved in each mode between each OD pair in each period: 




q f i j k    . (18) 
Moreover, route flow in (18) must be non-negative: 
 , , 0, , , , ,
k
p ijf p i j k   . (19) 
2.2.4 Lower level fixed point formulation 
The lower level problem can also be formulated as a fixed-point problem. This will be shown 
in two major steps. 
First, we will show that the time-dependent modal-split assignment problem is a fixed-
point problem when R is given. That is,  ,f G R f , where G is a vector function. For the 
time-dependent modal-split traffic assignment problem, given the demand ,
k
ijq    q  and the 
equilibrium cost ,
k
ij    π , the flow vector f can be represented as 
 ( , )f g q π  (20) 
Then, based on (17), q can be derived from the equilibrium cost  and ,ijR    R , which is,  
 ( , )q h R π , (21) 
where  h  is the demand split function. Notice that the equilibrium cost  is determined by 
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the flow vector f, and can be represented as  
   ( )π c f , (22) 
where ( )c stands for cost map. Substituting (21) and (22) into (20), we have  
   ( , ), ( )f g h R c(f) c f  (23) 
After simplifying, we obtain   
  ,f G R f , (24) 
where ( , )G R f  contains cost map and demand split functions.    
Second, we will prove that the time-dependent Lowry-type equilibrium problem is a 
fixed-point problem as well when f is given. That is,  ,R F R f . By substituting (8) into 
(4), we have 
 
 , ' , ,
'
S S
ij i j i
i
E s R p    , (25) 
where 
 


















   and , 1Sii p   . 
Then, by substituting (25) into (7) and the resultant expression into (6), we get 
 , , ' , ,
' '
, ,B Si i i j i
j i
E E s R p i               . (26) 
Putting above equation into (1), it is easy to obtain  
  , , , , ' ', ,
' '
R B R S
ij j i j i j i
j i
R p E p s R p          . (27) 
where 
 






















p   . 
Hence,  
   ,R F R f , (28) 
where  , , , ' ', ,
' '
, R B R Sj i j i j i
j i
p E p s R p          F(R f) , and ,Rjp   and ,Sip   are functions of 
flows. 
 
Therefore, by (24) and (28), we can conclude that the proposed lower level formulation is 
equivalent to the following fixed-point problem, which is, 
     
,
,





 Proposition 1. A solution exists to the lower level problem. 
Proof: According to the Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem, if the solution set is compact and 
convex, and ( , )F R f  and  ,G R f are continuous, then there exists at least one solution. The 
continuity is guaranteed because each function in the constraint is continuous over the 
solution space. To show that the solution set is compact and convex, we can prove that there 
exists a closed ball centered at 0 with radius r that is bounded. It is because the ball is convex, 
and a bounded and closed set implies a compact set. This implies that we need to show that 
the radius of the ball is bounded but the ball includes all feasible solutions. This in turn 
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requires us to show that both R and f are bounded by the radius of the ball. Both R and f are 
bounded since 




ij ij ij ij
j i
E
f q R R
s        
 , (29) 
where the first two inequalities are implied by (18) and (17) respectively; the third inequality 
holds by definition and the last equality is proved by the following. 
 By summating over i of equation (27), we have,  
  ' ' ' '
' ' ' '
R B R S R B R
ij j i j i i j j i j i j
i i i j i i j i
R p E p p s R p E p s R                         (30) 
Then, summing over j, we get 
   ' '
' '
R B R B
ij j i j i j i ij
j i j i j j i i j i
R p E p s R E s R                . (31) 
After simplifying the above equation, we get,  
  1 Bij i
j i i
s R E   . (32) 
By definition, s is the service employment-to-population ratio and  is the population-to-
total employment ratio and they must be nonnegative.  Moreover, s is less than 1. Hence, we 











 . (33) 









 that is bounded. It is not difficult to see that 
this ball allows R and f to be equal to the radius r because the equality sign in (29) can hold. 
This completes the proof. 
 However, the uniqueness of solution requires that the mapping function is strictly 
monotone, which may not be satisfied as the cost function c(f)  is not symmetric due to 
equation (13), which is an asymmetric cost function respect to path flow. 
3 The upper level problem 
The upper level problem considers sustainability indicators and design and financial 
constraints such as capacity constraints, toll constraints, and the cost recovery constraint. 
3.1 Design and financial constraints 
3.1.1 Capacity constraints 
These constraints are included to address the fact that a link in a road network cannot be built 
or expanded beyond an upper limit due to space limitation:  
  , , ,a aC u a   , (34) 
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where au  is the maximum allowable expansion capacity of link a. Equation (34) is the 
maximum allowable capacity constraint, which is to limit the total capacity of each link after 
road expansion or highway construction in period , ,aC  , to be less than its maximum 
allowable capacity.  
3.1.2 Toll constraints   
These constraints cater for scenarios, such as for political reasons, that the toll ,
m
l   cannot be 
collected on certain links, or toll charges cannot be set too high. Mathematically, they can be 
stated as:  
  , 0, , ,
m
l l m   , (35) 
  , 0, , ,
m
a a m   ,  (36) 
  , max , , ,
m m
a a m    , (37) 
where max
m  is the maximum allowable toll for mode m that travels on roads. The subscript l 
represents links where no tolls are allowed to be collected. 
3.1.3 Cost recovery constraints 
Cost recovery can be classified into three types: partial, exact, and profitable (Lo and Szeto 
2009). Partial (exact) cost recovery occurs when the cost in a design period is partially 
(exactly) recovered by the revenue, adjusted to present value terms. Profitable cost recovery 
occurs when, in present value terms, the revenue is more than the cost, with a surplus or 
profit at the end of the planning horizon. These three cost recovery schemes can be 
mathematically formulated using one equation: 
       1 1 11 1 1





           , (38) 
where T , S , and K  are, respectively, the toll revenue, the subsidy (which is a model 
input), and the improvement and maintenance cost in period  TOP is the profit or surplus of 
the toll road operator. i  is the discount rate.  
 The first term on the left hand side (LHS) of (38) is the total discounted toll revenue for 
the entire planning horizon. Similarly, the second (third) term is the total discounted 
government subsidy (the total discounted improvement and maintenance cost). The cost 
recovery equation (38) requires that, in present value terms, the total toll revenue plus the 
total subsidy minus the total improvement and maintenance cost equals the surplus or profit. 
Depending on the values of S  and TOP, equation (38) reduces to a) the partial cost recovery 
equation if S  is positive and TOP is zero; b) the exact cost recovery equation if all S  and 
TOP  are zero; or c) the profitable cost recovery equation if all S  are zero and TOP is 
positive.  
The toll revenue T  and the improvement and maintenance cost K  in period  can be 
expressed in terms of the equilibrium link flow ,
m
av  , the toll ,
m
a  , and the improvement ,by   
as follows:  




T nv     , (39) 
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   , , ,b b
b
K h w      , (40) 
     ,11, ,0 ,1 , ,bbb b b bh j b l y b     , (41) 
      ,21, ,0 ,1 ,1 , ,bmb b b b
m
w j nv b

   
           ,  (42) 
where ,bh   and ,bw   are the improvement (or construction) and maintenance cost functions of 
link b in period  respectively; ,0 ,1,b bb b , ,0 ,1 ,2, ,b b b    are the parameters of these cost 
functions; n converts link flows from an hourly basis to a period basis; j  is the inflation rate; 
bl  is the length of link b.  
 Equation (39) calculates the toll revenue in period , which is the sum of the product of 
the link flow and toll in that period. Equation (40) computes the improvement and 
maintenance cost in period  by adding the improvement and maintenance cost of all links. 
Equation (41) is the time-dependent improvement cost function. The term   11 j     
represents the inflation factor: for the same capacity enhancement, the improvement cost 
increases by %j  each period. The term ,1,0 ,1 b
b
b b bb l y  models the improvement cost of link b in 
period 1 (i.e., the base period). Equation (41) depicts the general relationship that the 
improvement cost of a link is proportional to the extent of the widening (and hence capacity 
gain, ,1by ) and its length. This function is adopted for illustration and simplicity; other 
functional forms can be adopted in this framework without difficulty. Equation (42) is the 




       in the 




     , in 
which  ,mb
m
nv   is the total link flow passing through link b in period . Again, the 
maintenance cost depends on the inflation factor   11 j    . 
 In this study, we consider profitable cost recovery: 
 0TOP   and 0,S   .  (43) 
 
3.2 Sustainability indicators 
There are many sustainability indicators. Litman (2008) provides a recent list on them. This 
paper considers four indicators, namely total vehicle emissions, the change in consumer 




3.2.1 Total vehicle emissions 
There are two types of vehicle emissions: link and network (or overall). For the link vehicle 
emissions, we consider carbon monoxides (CO) as representative major pollutants and adopt 
the following emission factor function:  
   ,0.7962 /, ,( ) 0.2038 exp , , ,
m
a al tm m
a ae v t a m

      , (44) 
where al  is the length of link a. The above emission function has been used and discussed in 
Yin and Lawphongpanich (2006) and Ng and Lo (2013). According to equation (43), the 
vehicle emission function for mode m on a particular link depends on the traffic conditions, 
including travel speed and travel time, on link a. Given the emission function of link a in 
period the link emission ,maQ   and the overall vehicle emission Q can be obtained by: 
     , , , , , , ,m m ma a a a
m m
Q Q e v v a         (45) 




  .  (46) 
Equation (44) states that the total vehicle emissions on this link are given by the sum of 
vehicle emissions for all modes traveling on this link and for each mode, the total link vehicle 
emissions is the product of the emission factor and traffic flow. Equation (45) states that the 
overall vehicle emissions Q are the sum of the vehicle emissions on each link over time. 
3.2.2 The change in consumer surplus 
Consumer surplus (CS) measures the difference between what consumers would be willing to 
pay for travel and what they actually pay. It internalizes the effect of network congestion and 
the public’s propensity to travel. For the same network and demand characteristics, a higher 
CS implies a better performing system. Hence, when we plan for the network improvement, 
the network improvement implemented should increase CS. This increase implies that the 
change in CS should be positive, because the CS before improvement is fixed. Therefore, we 
can adopt the change in CS as an alternative measure. Here, a common and simple 
approximation to this change, denoted as CS , is employed (Williams 1976) and can be 
expressed in its present value as follows: 














    , (47) 
   , , , ,, , , , ,(1/ 2)( )( ),
k k before k after k before k after
ij ij ij ij ijCS q q          , , , ,i j k   (48) 
where the superscripts ‘before’ and ‘after’ denote before and after improvement and 
construction project implementations, respectively. i  is the interest rate. ( 1)(1 )i     is the 
discount factor for period . According to (47), the change in CS is the sum of the change in 
CS for all modes and for all OD pairs over time, discounted to its present value terms. 
Equation (48) is the rule-of-half definition for CS. Note that maximizing CS  gives the same 
design as maximizing CS after network improvement as the CS before improvement is a 
constant. Hence, unlike other measures, we define this sustainability indicator based on two 




3.2.3 The variance of discounted landowner profit 
The variance of discounted landowner profit, ( )Var LOP , is proposed to measure landowner 
inequity. The smaller is the variance, the lower is the degree of inequity. In the extreme case, 
when the variance is zero, all landowners have the same discounted profit.  
  Similar to the classical definition of profit, the discounted profit of land owner j , jLOP , 













   , (49) 
where ,jLOP   represents the profit of land owner j in period . The profit is the difference 
between the total revenue and total maintenance cost in that period: 
   , , , , , ,
H
j j j jLOP R r M j       , (50) 
where ,jR  , ,jr  , and ,
H
jM   are the total number of residents, the rent, and the total 
maintenance cost on houses in zone j in period , respectively.  Equation (49) implies that a 
higher number of residents, a higher rent results or a lower value of maintenance cost results 
in a higher profit. 
 The total maintenance cost in (49) can be formulated as a linear function as follows: 
   , , , , ,
H h
j j jM M m R j      , (51) 
where ,jM   is the fixed maintenance cost on houses in residential zone j in period . hm  is a 
parameter. Equation (50) describes the relationship that a more population leaving in the 
same zone results in the higher maintenance cost due to a higher utilization rate of each 
property in that zone. 
 The rent in (49) is assumed to be linearly increasing with the total population in a zone: 
   , , ,min ,j j j jr r R    , (52) 
where , ,minjr   is the minimum rent in residential zone j in period , and j  is a parameter. The 
rent , ,minjr   in (52) is assumed to increase over time due to inflation: 
   , 1,min , 1j jr r j     , (53) 
where j  is the inflation rate.  
Equation (51) is indeed defined based on the situation like Hong Kong that residential 
land is limited. Given limited residential land, the higher the population is, the higher rent the 
landowner receives. We just adopted a linear function to model this characteristic. Indeed, we 
could adopt nonlinear functional forms in (50) and (51) but we believe that the main 
conclusion on the existence of an inequity issue on the profit distribution between the 
landowners will not be changed, as long as the function used in (50) can capture the 
monotonic relationship between zonal population and maintenance cost and the function used 
in (51) can capture the monotonic property between zonal population and rent.  
Note that the profit will not affect the residential choice. The profit is only considered by 
landowners, not residents. Moreover, in the classical Lowry model, residents are only 
concerned with travel cost. 
3.2.4 The variance of discounted generalized user cost 
The sum of the variance of discounted generalized user costs of all OD pairs is proposed to 
measure intergeneration equity and is expressed as: 
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     
  . (54) 
The lower is the II value, the more intergeneration equitable is the design. 
 This social sustainability indicator, II, and social sustainability indicator for measuring 
the landowner inequity, ( )Var LOP , are defined using the concept of variance as it is quite 
easy to understand.  The larger the value, the more the dispersion, and the higher the degree 
of inequity. In social science, a similar indicator for income levels is defined using the 
variance of log income. However, income is not our social sustainability focus. Only 
intergeneration inequity of travelers and landowner inequity are our focus. Hence, we 
proposed two new measures for social sustainability. 
 
4 Bi-level model  
The proposed bi-level model is formulated as follows: 
  min ( )iy x , (55) 
subject to  
   ,j jy j i  x ; (56) 
  capacity, toll and cost recovery constraints (34)-(43), and;  
  the lower level problem (1), (2), (4)-(19),  
where x is the vector of decision variables including tolls and capacity enhancements. j  is 
the aspiration level or the maximum acceptable value of the j-th sustainability indicator. 
 iy x  is the i-th sustainability indicator which we want  iy x  to be as small as possible. For 
example, when considering economic sustainability, we can set  iy CS x  since we 
want CS to be as large as possible. For environmental sustainability, we just simply set 
 iy x  = Q . Similarly,  iy x  can be set to equal II or ( )Var LOP .  In the above framework, 
condition (56) is the performance constraint (or  -constraint), which considers the indicators 
that do not include in (55). The j-th indicator is set to be less than the corresponding 
maximum acceptable value j  to ensure that at optimality, the j-th indicator value is at most 
equal to the maximum acceptable value. 
 To be more specific, when the negative value of consumer surplus is adopted in the 
objective function of the minimization program and other sustainability indicators are used in 
the performance constraints, the above model can be reduced to the following Consumer 
Surplus Maximization model, which will be used in the numerical example in Section 6.  
 Consumer surplus maximization model  
  min  - max  CS CS  
E,R,f,y,ρ E,R,f,y,ρ
 
subject to capacity, toll, and cost recovery constraints (34)-(43);  
  the lower level problem (1), (2), (4)-(19);  
 max,var( ) LOPVar LOP   ;     (57) 
 max IIII  , and (58)
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 QQ  , (59)
where max,var LOP  is the maximum acceptable variance of LOP and max II  is the maximum 
acceptable variance of intergeneration equity. Q  is the maximum allowable total vehicle 
emissions. Conditions (57) and (58) are called the landowner and intergeneration inequity 
constraints, respectively. Inequality (58) is the total emission constraint.  
5 Solution method 
It is known that a general network design problem is NP-hard and extremely difficult to solve. 
Hence, various meta-heuristic methods have been proposed in the literature. ABC has been 
recently used for solving transit network design problems and is shown to perform better than 
GA (Szeto and Jiang 2012). In general, ABC belongs to a class of evolutionary algorithms, 
and are inspired by the intelligent behavior of the honeybees in finding nectar sources around 
their hives (Karaboga and Basturk 2008). In this paper, a newly developed hybrid Artificial 
Bee Colony algorithm (ABC) is adopted to solve our proposed bi-level problem, where ABC 
is used to solve the upper level problem, while the MSA and the Frank-Wolfe method are 
used to solve the lower level fixed-point problem.  
 In ABC, the bees are divided into three types: employed bees, onlookers and scouts. 
Employed bees are responsible for exploiting available food sources (i.e. solutions) and 
gathering required information. They also share the information with the onlookers, and the 
onlookers select existing food sources to be further explored. When a food source is 
abandoned by an employed bee, the employed bee becomes a scout and starts to search for a 
new food source in the vicinity of the hive. The abandonment happens when the quality of 
the food source is not improved after performing a maximum allowable number of iterations 
called limit. The overall algorithmic step is given below. 
Step 0. Generate initial solutions and assign each of them to one employed bee; Set 
iteration = 0. 
Step 1. Iteration = iteration + 1. 
Step 2. Employed bee phase. 
 For i = 1 to the number of employed bees. 
Step 2.1. Employed bee i generates a neighbor solution. 
Step 2.2. Solve the lower level problem and evaluate the fitness value 
of the neighbor solution. 
Step 2.3. Replace the solution associated with employed bee i by its 
neighbor if the latter is better. Otherwise, increase the limit counter of  
the solution associated with employed bee i by 1. 
Next 
Step 3. Onlooker phase. 
For i = 1 to the number of onlookers 
Step 3.1. Apply the roulette selection method to assign onlooker i to 
one of the solutions associated with employed bees and generates its 
neighbor solution. 
Step 3.2. Solve the lower level problem and evaluate the fitness of the 
neighbor solution. 
Step 3.3. Replace the solution associated with employed bee i by its 
neighbor if the latter is better. Otherwise, increase the limit counter of 




Step 4. Scout phase. 
 Step 4.1. Identify the abandoned solutions, whose limit counters are greater 
than limit.  
 Step 4.2. Generate new solutions and replace the abandoned ones.   
Step 5. If iteration is less than a predefined maximum value, then return to step 1, 
otherwise, stop and output best solutions.    
 In order to implement the proposed hybrid ABC to solve our problem, we specifically 
designed the solution representation. Figure 1 illustrates the representation scheme. In one 
solution, two chromosomes are used to represent the toll charging plan, ,
k
ap  , and the capacity 
improvements, ,ay  , at period , respectively. Each chromosome is divided into N parts, 
while the number of genes in each part equals the number of candidate links considered to 
expand. 
    
Figure 1 Solution representation scheme 
 
 To generate initial solutions in ABC, a link based generating procedure is proposed. For 
each candidate link, a random number between 1 and N +1 is produced to determine the 
timing and magnitude of capacity expansion, where N +1 means no expansion. Next, the 
expansion plan is obtained period by period based on the remaining allowable capacity 
defined as the difference between the total allowable capacity and the cumulative improved 
capacity. Then, we set the toll level on the links before capacity expansion to be zero. The toll 
in the first year of the expansion is set randomly by choosing a random between 0 and the 
maximum allowable toll. In the following periods, the toll either remains constant or is 
increased by a fixed increment, while maintaining the toll to be less than the maximum 
allowable value. Following these procedures, the toll constraints and capacity constraints are 
satisfied automatically.  
 The other constraints are handled by introducing penalty terms in the fitness function f 
defined as 
 
 max ( ,0.0)max( ,0.0) i ii
i i
y
f CS TOP p C


       , 
where C is a large constant to avoid producing negative fitness values, and ip  is the penalty 
value for sustainability constraint i. If the i-th indicator iy  violates the constraint ( )i iy x , 
then the penalty term   max ,0.0i iy   becomes a positive value to lower the fitness value. 
Since the magnitudes of different indicator values vary a lot, each violation is normalized by 
i  to scale its value. If TOP is negative (i.e., the cost recovery constraint is violated), then the 
penalty term max( ,0.0)TOP  becomes positive. If no constraint is violated, then the fitness 
value will not be adjusted. 
 
1,1y  … … 
Period 1 Period N
… … … … 1.1p  ,by 2.2p .1ap … … 1.Np 2.Np ,a Np
2,1y  … … ,1ay … … 1,Ny
No. of   
candidate links  





 The neighbour solutions are generated as follows: first, a candidate link is randomly 
selected; then its toll charging and capacity expansion plan are redesigned by adopting the 
same method in the solution generation procedure mentioned in the last paragraph. In such 
condition, no specific remedy procedures are required to ensure the toll and capacity 
constraints being satisfied.  
 To solve the lower level problem, the Method of Successive Averages (MSA) is applied 
twice for each period. The algorithm procedures for each period  are described as follows, in 
which CR and Cq are defined as iteration counters and their reciprocals are adopted as step 
sizes, respectively. 
Step 0. Obtain upper level solutions from ABC. 
Step 1. Initialize , ,ijR ij   by setting them to be equal to corresponding base year 
number of residents and set CR = 0. 
Step 2. Set CR  = CR + 1. 
Step 3. Solve the modal split/assignment problem  
Step 3.0. Initialize , , ,
k
ijq ij k   by evenly distributing ,ijR   to each mode, and set 
Cq = 0. 
Step 3.1. Set Cq = Cq + 1. 
Step 3.2. Solve UE assignment for each sub-network by a classical method 
such as the Frank-Wolfe algorithm and obtain , , ,
k
ij ij k  . 
Step 3.3. Calculate the composite cost ,ijc ij  according to Eq. (16). 
Step 3.4. Calculate , ', ,
k
ijq ij k   based on cij obtained in Step 3.3 according to 
Eq. (17). 
Step 3.5. Set , , , ,
1 ( ' ), ,k k k kij ij ij ij
q
q q q q ij k
C   
    . 


















, where  is an acceptable error, then go 
to step 4. Otherwise go to step 3.1. 
 
Step 4. Calculate , ',ijR ij   based on cij obtained in Step 3.3 and ,BiE   by Eqs. (1)-(2), 
(4)-(7). 
Step 5. Set , , , ,
1 ( ' ),ij ij ij ij
R
R R R R ij
C   
    . 


















 , then return to ABC. Otherwise, go to step 2. 
6 Numerical studies 
Two examples are created to demonstrate the properties of the proposed model and the 
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. First, a small network is used to illustrate the trade-
off between different objectives. Then, a modified Sioux-Falls network is employed to 










consumer surplus with and without capacity expansion. The computation performance is also 
depicted. The algorithm was coded and compiled by CVF 6.5 and ran on a computer with 
2.66GH CPU. 
6.1 Example 1 
For the ease of exposition, a simple network is adopted as shown in figure 2. There are 3 
links in this network: link 1, link 2, and link 3. Links 1 and 2 are links whose travel times are 
given by the BPR functions. Link 3 is a separate transit link, as represented by a dash line in 
the figure. There are 3 zones too: E1, R2, and R3, in which ‘E’ stands for an employment 
zone whereas ‘R’ stands for a residential zone. The attractiveness of each zone is assumed to 
follow the following function: 
  , 1 , ,1i i w iW W h     , 
where ,w ih  is the growth rate of attractiveness of zone i  over time. The basic employment in 
the employment zone is supposed to grow linearly over time: 
  , 1 , ,1B Bi i E iE E h     , 
where ,E ih  is the growth rate of basic employment. The three zones form two OD pairs: E1-
R2 and E1-R3. Both OD pairs are connected by highways but only OD pair E1-R2 has a 
segregated transit connection. In other words, there are two modes for OD pair E1-R2 but 
there is only one mode for OD pair E1-R3. It is proposed that link 1 is widened and collects 
toll to recover the improvement and maintenance cost. Mode 1 is car mode and mode 2 is 
transit mode. 
 
Figure 2  The scenario network 
 
The parameters in this study include: 1) Land use parameters: 1,1 5000
BE  jobs; 
1,1 3000W   jobs; 2,1 3,1 3000W W   houses; 5;   1  ; 0.1;s   10.04€r  ; 
10.03 €s  ; , €100jM   ; €0.01hm  /household; 2 3 €2   ; ,1 ,2 ,3 0.05w w wh h h     ; 
,1 0.04Eh  ; 2, ,min 3, ,min €1000r r   ; 2) Transport network parameters: 0 01 2 3000 vphc c  ; 
1
1 7500 vphu  ; 12 ph0 vu  ; 0 01 2 5t t  hours; 03 4t   hours; 1 2 400l l  km per hour 3) 
2Y  1000000 €; 4) Parameters of improvement cost functions: 1,1 2,1 1b b  ; 
1,0 2,0 €2000b b  ; 5) Parameters of maintenance cost functions: 1,0 = €1200; 1,1 = €0.001; 
1,2 = 1; 6) Parameters in travel cost functions:   = €15/h; 1  €16; 2  €30; 0.05  € -1; 
7) Interest and inflation rates: 0.03i  ; 0.01j  ; 8) Converting factor: n  365 days × 24 
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hours × 1 year = 8760 hours/period; 9) Length of each period: 1 year; 10) Planning horizon 
and franchised period:  0,5 ; 11) The transit fare on link 3 = €40; the toll on link 2, 2,  €0; 
and 1max   €6. These values are chosen for illustrative purposes.  
 To clearly illustrate the tradeoff between objectives graphically, in this example, we 
restrict that the toll is constant through the planning horizon and the capacity improvement is 
done in the first period. The lower level model was solved for each combination of toll and 
capacity improvement to obtain the total vehicle emissions, the variance of discounted 
generalized user cost, the variance of LOP, and the change in consumer surplus. The results 
are plotted in Figure 3, respectively. The x-axis is for toll charge whereas the y-axis is for the 
capacity improvement. The large shaded triangle region represents the infeasible region 
where cost recovery cannot be achieved or the profit is less than zero. The small shaded 
triangle region represents the infeasible region where the objective value, the consumer 
surplus, after implementing the design is worse than that before implementation. The inclined 
straight line is the zero profit line where exact cost recovery can be achieved. The cross 
represents the optimal objective value in the feasible domain. Although the example setting is 
quite specific, Figure 3 does illustrate that there may be a tradeoff between optimizing 
different sustainability indicators as can be seen later. 
 As you can see from figure 3a, for a given toll charge, the total vehicle emissions 
decrease with increasing capacity improvement. Moreover, for a given capacity improvement, 
the total vehicle emissions decrease with an increasing toll level. If our objective is 
minimizing the total vehicle emissions, then from the graph, the optimal solution point is (6, 
350). This is because higher toll or lower capacity improvement means higher travel cost on 
link 1, resulting in decreasing number of trips on that link, and increasing the number of trips 
on link 2. Meanwhile, the reduction of the emission factor of link 1 is larger than the 
increment of the emission factor of link 2 under our scenario setting. Accordingly, the 
emission reduction of link 1 is larger than the emission increment of link 2. Hence, the 
overall network emission reduces. 
 According to Figure 3b, decreasing capacity improvement or increasing toll charge 
reduces the variance of discounted LandOwner Profit (LOP). The optimal solutions for 
minimizing the variance of LOP is at (6, 350), which is identical to the optimal solution of 
minimizing total vehicle emissions. This implies that if we minimize total vehicle emissions, 
we can achieve the minimum variance of LOP simultaneously for this particular case. 
However, in general, there may be a tradeoff between these two objectives. This is left for 
future studies. 
 Figure 3c shows that decreasing toll charge or capacity improvement lowers the variance 
of discounted generalized user cost in general. However, it is beneficial to have a small 
increase in capacity. Therefore, the minimum variance of generalized user cost occurs at (0.4, 
1500). This optimal solution is far away from (6, 350), implying that minimizing the variance 
of discounted generalized user cost can be in conflict with minimizing the variance of LOP 
and total vehicle emissions. 
 From Figure 3d, we can see that decreasing capacity improvement or increasing toll 
charge lowers the change in consumer surplus. The optimal solution is at (1.7, 7500), which 
is different from previous optimal solutions. This means that the objective of maximizing the 
change in CS can be in conflict with the objectives of minimizing total vehicle emissions and 
the variances of discounted generalized user cost and LOP. Simultaneous satisfying all 





          
  FIGURE 3(a) Total vehicle emissions.   FIGURE 3(b) Variance of LOP. 
 
        
    FIGURE 3(c) Variance of discounted      FIGURE 3(d) The change in consumer  
    generalized user cost                                          surplus. 
 
Figure 3 Measures of sustainability. 
 
 To determine the optimal network design that accounts for the tradeoffs, we need to solve 
multi-objective optimization models. For illustrative purposes, we consider the two 
conflicting objectives: maximizing the change in CS and minimizing the variance of LOP. 
The consumer maximization model was solved many times by varying maximum acceptable 
variance of LOP while the parameters in the other two performance constraints were set to be 
very large (i.e. were inactive). Figure 4 shows the optimal change in CS for various 
maximum acceptable variance of LOP. From this figure, we can observe that there are three 
portions of the curve: 1) no feasible design region, 2) tradeoff region, and 3) no tradeoff 
region. The first region represents the case where there is no design that can give a variance 
equal to or lower than the maximum acceptable variance of LOP because the change in CS is 
negative or the CS after improvement is lower than that before. The second region represents 
the case where the landowner inequity constraint is binding and a tradeoff is required 
between the two objectives. In this region, the change in CS increases nonlinearly with an 
increasing variance, indicating that one sustainable objective value is improved when the 
other sustainability criterion is relaxed. The third region represents the case where the 






















































change in CS in this region is always at its maximum value when the maximum acceptable 




Figure 4 Trade-off between the change in CS and maximum acceptable variance of 
discounted LOP. 
 
    


























Maximum Acceptable Variance of Discounted Landowner Profit








6.2 Example 2 
The Sioux Falls network is used in this example but to cater the multimodal feature, a public 
transit network is created on the Sioux Falls network and marked by the yellow lines as 
shown in figure 4. The blue circle is the proposed developed area, where eight candidate links 
are included. For simplicity, the attractiveness of each zone is assumed to be equal, so as the 
emission parameter of every link. The other parameters are the same as those in example 1, 
except 2.0  , 0.02r  , and 0.01s  . 
The parameters used in ABC were set as follows: The colony size was set to 20, 
composing of 10 employed bees and 10 onlookers. The stopping criteria of both MSA were 
0.001   and the maximum number of iterations in MSA was 500. The performance of the 
ABC algorithm is shown in figure 6, from which, we can see that the objective value 
converged in a stepwise manner. It took 6169.95 seconds to conduct 300 major iterations in 
ABC. Such as long computation time is mainly due to the computation time required to solve 
the lower level problem by the two MSA and the Frank-Wolfe algorithm. 
  
Figure 6 Convergence of ABC 
 
Figure 7 plots the relative increase of consumer surplus, in which, for each OD pair, the 
relative increase in CS is obtained by dividing the maximum increase of CS among all OD 
pairs. Then, the maximum relative increase of CS must be equal to 1 or 100%. According to 
the results, OD pair 22-15 is found to have such value. For such case, the route (i.e., link 67) 
was highly congested before expansion, and hence, after improvement, travelers or residents 
will benefit significantly from the travel cost reduction.  
Negative values in Figure 7 represent a reduction of CS. The maximum reduction occurs 
at OD pair 21-22. This is because link 65, one of the entrance corridors connecting the circled 
area, carries much more flow after expansion as more residents are attracted to the selected 
area. Therefore, the travelers of OD pair 21-22 directly suffer from the large cost increment 
of link 65. Similar scenarios are observed at OD pairs 10-15, 11-14, 19-15, 20-22, and 24-23 
as well. This phenomenon indicates that the expansion of the selected area can deteriorate the 
traffic condition on its corridor links, such as link 65, and cause CS reduction of certain OD 
pairs. However, such lost is minor when compared to the total CS increase obtained by 
aggregating the change in CS over all OD pairs so that such phenomenon can occur. 





















substantially. This spatial inequity issue, as measured by the relative change in CS of each 
OD pair, should also be considered in network design problems. 
 More importantly, there is one more spatial inequity issue, which is at the node level. This 
inequity can be measured by the total change in CS with respect to a node (residential zone) 
where the total change in CS for the node is the sum of the change in CS over destination, 














  ). It represents the 
change in the benefit of residents of that zone. This inequity can represent the realistic 
situation better as the residents do have a choice of destination or workplace, in addition to 
mode and route choice. Figure 8 illustrates the existence of spatial inequity at the node level. 
The green circles with “+” sign indicate an increment of CS, while the red ones with “-” 
represent the decrement. Meanwhile, the radius of the circle represents to the magnitude of 
the change. Despite the fact that most of the residents are benefitted from network 
improvement, the residents living at nodes 2, 6, and 8 are suffered. Even though most of the 
residents are benefitted, they are not benefitted to the same extent. To handle these spatial 
inequity issues, we can add suitable inequity indicators or constraints in our formulation 
without conceptual difficulty.    
 
   




































   
Figure 8 Total change in CS at each node 
 
 Figures 9 and 10 plot the differences of jR  and 
S
iE  at the final period between the 
scenario with expansion and that without. Similar to figure 8, the green circle with “+” sign 
indicate an increment of jR  or 
S
iE , while the red ones with “-” represent the decrement; the 
radius of the circle represents to the extent of the change. Figure 9 illustrates that after 
expansion, residents are attracted to work in the selected areas. In general, the reason is the 
decrease of generalized travel cost due to capacity improvement. In addition, the change of 
the number of residents varies a lot across different nodes, which depends on the influence of 
generalized travel cost for each OD pair case by case. As results of residents’ redistribution, 
the profit of landowner changes according to equations (49) to (53). Practically speaking, 
figure 9 can also be used to demonstrate the equity issue of landowners. The landowners of 
green nodes are expected to gain profit, while the landowners of red nodes are expected to 
lose profit. This may raise the issue that most of landowners oppose to the network 
improvement. The impact of loss can be handled by incorporating another constraint in the 
proposed framework to ensure that the difference of LOP after and before network 
improvement cannot be too negative. Similar patterns can be observed in figure 10, which 
shows that the service employment opportunities increase around the proposed developed 
area. This is consistent with the Lowry model that an increment of residents requires more 





Figure 9 Change of jR                        Figure 10 Change of 
S
iE  
7 Concluding remarks 
This paper develops a multi-objective time-dependent road network design model to consider 
land-use transport interaction over time and sustainability. The variance of discounted 
landowner profit is proposed as one of the measure of landowner inequity while the variance 
of discounted generalized user cost is proposed as a measure of intergeneration inequity. A 
hybrid artificial bee colony algorithm is proposed to solve the network design problem, while 
MSA and Frank-Wolfe algorithm is adopted to handle lower level constraints. Numerical 
studies are set up to illustrate the multi-objective nature of the problem and the pattern of 
residential distribution with capacity improvement. In particular, the result shows that it may 
not be possible to simultaneously optimize all sustainability objectives. Tradeoffs must be 
carefully made between these objectives. The results also show that the proposed developed 
area tends to absorb more travel demand and produce more service employment opportunities, 
which agree with our expectation. More importantly, we found that although capacity 
expansion is expected to increase the overall consumer surplus, the benefits of different OD 
pairs and at different locations varies a lot. This raises the issue of spatial inequity.  
 This paper opens up many research directions. First, this paper does not consider 
heterogeneous values of time, mixed routing strategies, and the elasticities of housing 
demand and supply. One can incorporate them into the proposed bi-level framework in future 
studies. Second, in reality, demand and supply are uncertain. Extending the proposed 
framework to capture the uncertainties is an important future research direction. Finally, most 
of computation time was used in solving the lower-level problem. How to improve the 
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